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 aging. it isnt nsd: I don't use unity, so I don't know how it is handled. But I know it can be a pain if you want to use just a
window list for all workspaces. and also i don't know what is it about th0r: I don't really have a problem with a window list for
all workspaces, I just really liked how it used to work on KDE and haven't really had a problem with Unity on any of the newer

releases nsd: it is a KDE tool. Just a little different than what you are used to... th0r: oh, I've used KDE 4 so many times I'm
quite familiar with it th0r: Just the way it used to be is what I miss nsd: you can customise the panel by customising the panel bar

that is a part of the workspace switcher hitsujiTMO: I just want the workspaces listed by the window list hitsujiTMO: I don't
want to see the apps themselves hitsujiTMO: I just want to list the workspaces in a list nsd: then change the launcher settings to
show all workspaces hitsujiTMO: It does, that's what I'm saying, it's just how it used to be hitsujiTMO: it doesn't matter what it
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does for the applets, I can still configure a desktop, it just irritates me when I can't see how many workspaces I have sorry, you
were gone, anyways hitsujiTMO: yeah, that's kind of annoying but I do see what you mean, I just haven't used it long enough to
know that's how it works i like the current panel, it looks way cleaner than the one i had hitsujiTMO: yeah, I used to have the

same panel bar and I didn't like it at all hitsujiTMO: it was 82157476af
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